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Abstract
Nowadays, spoken dialogue agents such as communication robots and smart speakers listen to narratives of humans. In order for
such an agent to be recognized as a listener of narratives and convey the attitude of attentive listening, it is necessary to generate
responsive utterances. Moreover, responsive utterances can express empathy to narratives and showing an appropriate degree of
empathy to narratives is significant for enhancing speaker’s motivation. The degree of empathy shown by responsive utterances
is thought to depend on their type. However, the relation between responsive utterances and degrees of the empathy has not been
explored yet. This paper describes the classification of responsive utterances based on the degree of empathy in order to explain
that relation. In this research, responsive utterances are classified into five levels based on the effect of utterances and literature on
attentive listening. Quantitative evaluations using 37,995 responsive utterances showed the appropriateness of the proposed classification.
Keywords: communication robot, narrative, spoken dialogue, spoken language resource

1.

Introduction

To narrate is a fundamental need of human beings. The
act of narrating is established only when there is a listener.
In the modern society, there are more and more situations
when there is no listener and an important issue is how to
increase opportunities for people to narrate.
To solve this issue, spoken dialogue agents such as communication robots and smart speakers can play the role of
listeners of narratives. In order for such an agent to be recognized as a listener of narratives, it is necessary to convey that it attentively listens to the speaker’s narrative. An
effective explicit means of realizing this function is to respond to narratives, by generating gestures or utterances.
Hereinafter, an utterance used for this function, that is an
utterance that responds to the narratives for the purpose of
showing an attitude of attentive listening, is simply called
attentive listening response.
Attentive listening responses show empathy to narrative
speech and enhance speaker’s motivation to speak. A representative attentive listening response is a back-channel,
whose generation methods have already been proposed
(Kamiya et al., 2010; Yamaguchi et al., 2016). Besides
the back-channel, there are various types of attentive listening responses such as admiration response or evaluation
response, and there are some works on generating such responses (Kobayashi et al., 2010; Lala et al., 2017; Meguro
et al., 2011; Shitaoka et al., 2017). The degree of empathy shown by attentive listening responses are thought to
depend on their type. Empathy to narratives encourages a
speaker to speak more only when the degree of the empathy
is appropriate. On the other hand, when the degree of the
empathy is not appropriate for the narrative, such empathy
discourages the speaker. In order to enhance the speaker’s

motivation to speak, it is necessary to utter an attentive listening response which can show the appropriate degree of
empathy. Nevertheless, the relation between types of attentive listening responses and degrees of empathy has not
been explored.
This paper describes the classification of types of attentive listening responses based on the degree of empathy to
narratives, in order to explain this relation. This research
analyzes the degree of empathy to narratives expressed by
attentive listening responses, considering the effects of responses and literature on attentive listening, and then classifies the types of attentive listening responses into five levels.
The appropriateness of this classification is quantitatively
evaluated using attentive listening response data comprised
of responsive utterances to narrative speech (Ohno et al.,
2017).
This paper is organized into five sections. Section 2 explains attentive listening responses and degree of empathy
shown by them. In Section 3, types of attentive listening responses are classified into five levels, while Section 4 provides the results of quantitative evaluation of the appropriateness of the proposed classification. Finally, in Section 5
summarizes the paper.

2.

Degree of empathy and types of attentive
listening responses

Attentive listening responses show empathy to narratives
and enhance speaker’s motivation to speak. Back-channel
feedback is a representative attentive listening response, but
besides it there are various types of attentive listening responses such as admiration or evaluation. Figure 1 shows
an example of narrative speech and attentive listening responses. Here strings in parentheses show the types of the
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Figure 1: Example of narrative speech and attentive listening response
Types of response
back-channel
admiration
evaluation
approval
disapproval
echoic response
paraphrasing
satisfaction
surprise
surprise with doubt
opinion
complement
greeting
provoke memory
start thinking
thinking process

Roles, ie. what does the response show?
hearing success
attitude of admiration, surprise, or attention to the content of the speaker’s utterance
attitude toward the situation described by speaker’s utterance
attitude of approval of the content of the speaker’s utterance
attitude of disapproval of the content of the speaker’s utterance
comprehension of the content of the speaker’s utterance and a sense of security
attitude of trying to understand and share the content of the speaker’s utterance
listener’s attitude that the content of the speaker’s utterance is satisfactory for him/her
attitude of strong surprise at the content of the speaker’s utterance
attitude of surprise or doubt toward the content of the speaker’s utterance
listener’s personal experiences, opinions, or feelings
listener’s status that he/she is eagerly listening to the speaker’s utterance
acknowledgement of the speaker’s presence and willingness to favorably interact with the speaker
listener’s reaction that his/her memory is provoked by the content of the speaker’s utterance
listener’s reaction that he/she is starting to think about the content of the speaker’s utterance
listener’s status that he/she is thinking about the content of the speaker’s utterance
Table 1: Types of attentive listening responses and their roles

attentive listening responses. The degree of empathy expressed by attentive listening responses is thought to depend on their types. Here is an example of narrative and its
two attentive listening responses:
[narrative] I also like calligraphy and have received the
Prime Minister Prize
[response 1 (back-channel)] yeah
[response 2 (evaluation)] that’s amazing
Here, strings in parentheses show the types of responses.
The degree of empathy to the above narrative expressed
by “response 2” is thought to be higher than the one by
“response 1.” It is important to explore the relation between the types of attentive listening responses and degree
of empathy because providing responses with an appropriate degree of empathy to narratives effectively encourages a
speaker to speak more. This study classifies the types of attentive listening responses based on the degree of empathy
shown to narratives in order to explain this relation.

3.

Empathy level classification of types of
attentive listening responses

This research examines 16 types of attentive listening responses in attentive listening response data (Ohno et al.,

2017). These types are defined based on literature (Nihongo
Kijutsu Bunpo Kenkyukai, 2009) about attentive listening
responses. According to literature, what attentive listening
responses show to narratives depends on their types. Table
1 shows the target types of attentive listening responses and
what they show to narratives.
The 16 types of attentive listening responses are classified
into five levels based on the degree of empathy estimated
from their roles in Table 1, which is shown in Figure 2.
The number after “Level” indicates the degree of empathy, whereby the degree of empathy is the lowest in responses on level 1, where the back-channel belongs, and
it is the highest in responses on level 5, where opinion belongs. Here is an example of back-channel and opinion to
a narrative:
[narrative] it is the happiest for me to be blessed with
health
[response 3 (back-channel)] yes
[response 4 (opinion)] being healthy is the best
The degree of empathy shown to the above narrative by “response 4” is thought to be much higher than the one by “response 3.”
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Level 1

back-channel

Level 2

admiration
approval
disapproval

Level 3

ing response data. Hereinafter, a part of this data used for
evaluation is simply called evaluation data. Figure 4 shows
the breakdown of responses in evaluation data. Evaluation
data has 37,995 attentive listening responses in total. It is
confirmed that responses on level 1 account for more than
65% of all responses and those in either level 1 or 2 account
for more than 85%.

satisfaction

4.1.

surprise

It was evaluated whether the classification of types of attentive listening responses is appropriate in terms of response concreteness. In this section, the concreteness of
the response refers to its information value. It is considered that the concreteness of the response depends on their
type. Here is an example of a narrative and its two attentive
listening responses:

surprise with doubt
start thinking
thinking process
evaluation
echoic response

Level 4

[narrative] I enjoyed traveling to Italy the most
[response 5 (admiration)] uh
[response 6 (echoic response)] Italy travel

paraphrasing
complement
greeting
provoke memory

Level 5

opinion

Figure 2: Classification of types of attentive listening responses

4.

Evaluation of appropriateness of empathy
level classification

The 16 types of attentive listening responses were classified
into five levels in Section 3. The classification was made
based on the degree of empathy estimated by considering
the response roles in Table 1. This means that the classification was made qualitatively. Therefore, it is not certain
whether or not the proposed classification is appropriate.
In this section, the appropriateness of proposed classification is quantitatively evaluated using attentive listening response data (Ohno et al., 2017). This data contains attentive
listening responses given by five listeners to the same narrative speech. The responses were collected in the following
way: five listeners respectively respond to narrative speech
in Japanese Elder’s Language Index Corpus (JELiCo)1 at
an arbitrary timing while listening to the speech. Figure 3
shows an example of the narrative speech and an attentive
listening response by one of the five listeners. In the three
columns about narrative speech, each row means information on a morpheme or a pause. In the four columns about
the attentive listening response, each row means information on the response to the narrative speech. As mentioned
above, this data has five listeners’ responses to the same
narrative speech. That is, there are four more attentive listening responses in Figure 3.
This section quantitatively evaluates the appropriateness of
the proposed classification, using a part of attentive listen1

Evaluation in terms of concreteness

The concreteness of “response 6” is higher than that of “response 5.” Furthermore, the degree of empathy shown by
“response 6” is also thought to be higher than that by “response 5.” Since for uttering responses with the high concreteness like “response 6” it is necessary to deeply consider the content of narratives, the degree of empathy shown
by these responses tends to be high. On the other hand,
since it is not necessary to deeply consider the content of
narratives for uttering responses with low concreteness like
”response 5,” the degree of empathy shown by these responses tends to be low. Therefore, the concreteness of
responses is thought to reflect the degree of empathy they
express.
This research measured the concreteness index of responses. The following two features were adopted as the
index:
1. length: the number of morphemes in the response
2. info: information value of the response
The second feature info is defined as the summation of information value of all content words contained in the response. In this research, info(r ), information value of the
response r, is measured using the following equation:
info(r ) =

X
w∈(r ∩ WC )

log2

Σw0 ∈(CSJ ∩ WC ) F (w0 )
F (w) + 1

(1)

where WC is a set of content words, w is a content word
contained in a response r, F (w) is the frequency of w in
the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) frequency list of
short unit words ver. 2018.3.12 , and Σw0 ∈(CSJ ∩ WC ) F (w0 )
is 3,325,907, which is the sum of the number of content
words in CSJ frequency list. We measured these two feature values of all responses in evaluation data and then calculated the averages per response type. Finally, we calculated the averages per level using those per response type.
2

https://www.gsk.or.jp/catalog/gsk2018-a
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[narrative] My hobby is ballroom dancing
Figure 3: Example of attentive listening response data

Level 4
7.46%
(2,833 / 37,995)

Level 5
0.58%
(222 / 37,995)

Level 3
6.20%
(2,355 / 37,995)

Level 1
67.98%
(25,828 / 37,995)

Level 2
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(6,757 / 37,995)

Figure 4: Breakdown of responses in evaluation data
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Figure 5: Concreteness of attentive listening responses

Figure 5 shows these results. It is confirmed that the higher
the level is, the higher both length and info are. This indicates that the classification result in Section 3 is appropriate. Furthermore, the difference between info of level 3 and
that of level 4 is much larger than the difference between the
other two pairs. This indicates that the difference between
the degree of empathy shown by responses on level 3 and
that by those on level 4 is also very large.

4.2.

Evaluation in terms of versatility

It was evaluated whether the classification of attentive listening responses is appropriate in terms of response versatility. For example, echoic responses can be uttered only
when there are phrases that deserve to be repeated in narrative, while evaluation responses can be uttered only when
there are contents that deserve to be evaluated in narrative.
There are not many phrases and contents like these in narrative. Therefore, the timings when these responses can be
uttered are limited and the versatility of these responses is
low. For uttering these responses in appropriate timings, it
is necessary to deeply understand the content of narrative.
Therefore, contrary to the versatility, the degree of empathy shown by these responses to narrative tends to become
high.
Admiration responses can be uttered only when there are
contents that deserve to be admired in narrative, and there
are more contents like these in narrative than phrases or
contents that deserve to be repeated or evaluated. Furthermore, it is considered that back-channel responses can be
uttered regardless of contents of narrative. Therefore, the
timings when these responses can be uttered are diverse
and the versatility of these responses is high. For uttering
these responses in appropriate timings, it is not necessary to
deeply understand the content of narrative. Therefore, contrary to the versatility, degree of empathy shown by these
responses to narrative tends to become low. That is, the
versatility and degree of empathy of the response are in a
trade-off relation.
In this section, we used evaluation data which has responses
given by five listeners for this evaluation. The versatility of
responses is defined based on their co-occurrence. Since
responses of high versatility are uttered at various points
in narrative speech, it is considered that these responses
occur along with many other types of responses. On the
other hand, since responses of low versatility are uttered in
fewer points in narrative speech, it is considered that these
responses do not occur along with many other types of responses. This means that the versatility of the response is
the variety of responses occurring along with a response.
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[narrative] I do not continue now, but my hobbies are dressing, knitting and
(1) Fhai (u) = 2 (u = ee), 1 (u ∈ {un, a, haihai, kitsuke, a’, he, un, hee}), 0 (otherwise)
2
(2) ent(hai) = − 10
log2

2
10

1
− 8( 10
log2

1
10 )

= 3.12

Figure 6: Example of measuring ent(r), versatility of the attentive listening response r. This example shows how to
measure ent(hai), versatility of the response hai: (1) calculate Fhai (u), a co-occurrence frequency between hai and another
response u (6= hai); (2) measure ent(hai) using Fhai (u).


In this research, ent(r), the versatility of surface form of
response r, is defined using the following equation:

u

Fr (u)
F (u)
P r
log2 P
0)
0
F
(u
u0 r
u0 Fr (u )

(2)

where Fr (u) is a co-occurrence frequency between r and
another response u (6= r), that is, the number of timings
when both r and u exist in the responses uttered by the five
listeners.
This section evaluates whether the classification presented
in Section 3 is appropriate, using value of ent. For measuring ent, information on co-occurrence of responses is necessary. Therefore, the start time of response was mapped
onto the nearest position of the following one in the narrative speech, considering that responses tend to be uttered
right after a linguistic or phonetic boundary, namely:
1. clause boundary (linguistic)
2. pause longer than 200 milliseconds (phonetic)
Evaluation data has 10,469 boundaries in total. Hereinafter,
this mapped position of response start time is simply called
response timing. In this research, we defined co-occurrence
responses as those with the same response timing.
Figure 6 shows an example of measuring ent and also
shows how to measure ent(hai), that is, the ent of response hai. Narrative speech and responses to the speech
are shown in the upper part of this figure, and a way to measure ent(hai) is shown in the lower part. In the “narrative
speech” column, each row refers to a segment of narrative
speech by considering response timing. In the “listener’s
responses” column, each row means responses whose response timing is right after the narrative speech segment
in the same row. The “listener’s responses” column is divided into five more columns because there are responses
by five listeners in the evaluation data. In the “narrative
speech” and “listener’s responses” columns, each row has
three more rows. The first two rows refer to the Japanese
surface form and pronunciation of narrative speech or response, and the third row contains their English translation.
Each row in the last “co-occurrence with hai” column contains the responses of responses in the row that co-occurred
with hai.
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Figure 7: Versatility of attentive listening responses

We measured ent of all responses in evaluation data and
then calculated the averages per response type. Finally, we
calculated the averages per level using those per response
type. Figure 7 shows this result. Except from the fact that
ent on level 1 is little lower than that on level 2, it is confirmed that when the level is lower, ent is higher. This result confirms that the classification proposed in Section 3
is appropriate. Furthermore, the difference between ent on
level 3 and that on level 4 is much larger than the difference
between the other two pairs. This indicates that the difference between the degree of empathy shown by responses
on level 3 and that by those on level 4 is very large.

5.

Conclusion

This research classified the types of responsive utterances
that show that the listener is attentive to narrative speech using the degree of empathy as the criterion. It evaluated the
appropriateness of the proposed classification using attentive listening response data. In the future, we will develop
a spoken dialogue agent to generate responses showing an
appropriate degree of empathy to narratives.
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